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Abstract 

The U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory pro-
vides technical support to military forces, one area being vehicle mobility 
modeling over snow. Many factors control vehicle performance, including 
the vehicle specifications and the land surface conditions. However, esti-
mating snow macromechanical properties—such as elastic modulus, stiff-
ness, and strength—is critical for understanding how effectively a vehicle 
will travel over snow-covered terrain. Vehicle instrumentation data and 
observations of the snow pack are necessary to improve the estimates of 
winter vehicle performance. Currently, snow depth and bulk snow density 
alone drive the available mobility performance index. 

This research deployed a SnowMicroPenetrometer (SMP) to measure 
hard, vehicle-compacted snow and groomed snow roads. Microstructural 
and micromechanical properties derived from the SMP data analysis were 
correlated to the Rammsonde penetrometer hardness, an established snow 
instrument, and to the shear-strength test vane and Light Weight Deflec-
tometer, which are common in soil and aggregate layer assurance methods 
in road construction. Correlating these tools requires a new theory for in-
verting SMP signals for micromechanical properties that relaxes the as-
sumption of low-density snow. Additionally, a scaling law appropriate to 
this type of hard snow is required to relate the SMP observations of the 
microscale and the macroscale properties. 

DISCLAIMER: The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising, publication, or promotional purposes. Ci-
tation of trade names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the use of such commercial products. 
All product names and trademarks cited are the property of their respective owners. The findings of this report are not to 
be construed as an official Department of the Army position unless so designated by other authorized documents. 
 
DESTROY THIS REPORT WHEN NO LONGER NEEDED. DO NOT RETURN IT TO THE ORIGINATOR. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The U.S. Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC) Military En-
gineering Program on Remote Assessment of Infrastructure for Ensured 
Maneuver (RAFTER) Boreal Aspects of Ensured Maneuver (BAEM) iden-
tifies the need for modeling over-snow vehicle performance, as many fac-
tors related to vehicle setup and land surface condition contribute to vehi-
cle efficiency. Accurately estimating snow macromechanical characteris-
tics—such as elastic modulus, stiffness, and strength—is critical for under-
standing how effectively a vehicle will travel over snow-covered terrain. 
Vehicle instrumentation data (inertial measurement units and vehicle te-
lemetry) and observations of the snowpack (both satellite and ground-
based) are necessary to improve the modeled estimates of winter vehicle 
performance. Currently, performance index is driven by snow depth and 
bulk snow density alone. 

The snow characterization research effort deploys a capability jointly de-
veloped by the ERDC Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory 
(CRREL) and the Swiss Federal Institute for Snow and Avalanche Re-
search (SLF) two decades ago—the SnowMicroPenetrometer (SMP) 
(Schneebeli and Johnson 1998). Our study used an SMP with a force sen-
sor range of 0–500 N to measure hard, vehicle-compacted snow and pro-
cessed or groomed snow roads. Median values of the high-resolution snow 
structural profiles from the SMP are linearly related to Rammsonde (ram), 
shear strength test vane, and Light Weight Deflectometer (LWD) by corre-
lating values over the depth range of each independent in situ measure-
ment. Statistically significant correlation shows the value of the SMP as a 
tool for future mobility studies in different snow types. By also under-
standing results that lack significant correlations, we gain insight for im-
proving the SMP hardware, the penetration theory used, and the micro-to-
macro scaling laws. 

Winter vehicle mobility studies by CRREL have evaluated vehicle setup 
and snow condition (Shoop et al. 2014); however, the SMP has not previ-
ously been applied to a mobility study. This work is the first winter vehicle 
mobility study to examine the usefulness of the SMP for research on mili-
tary vehicle efficiency.  
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1.2 Objectives 

The overarching objective of our research is to improve vehicle mobility 
modeling by incorporating additional snow physics. Characterizing the 
snow mechanical properties and their impact on vehicle mobility is chal-
lenging and requires varied field instruments and specialists with a wide 
range of expertise. This technical report overviews four instruments used 
to characterize snow for the BAEM project—the SMP, ram, shear vane, 
and LWD (sections 2.2–2.5)—and assesses required load-cell ranges of the 
SMP for its application to hard, vehicle-compacted snow. Within this re-
port, we correlate the microphysical parameters estimated from SMP 
measurements to those from a suite of instruments designed or tested to 
measure snow mechanical properties. The work derived from this study 
aims to bridge micro-to-macro snow physics with the ultimate intent to in-
fer snow structure from satellite imagery for use as initial and boundary 
conditions for vehicle mobility models.  

1.3 Approach 

The field site chosen for this study was the Nevada Automotive Test Center 
(NATC) in West Yellowstone, Montana. NATC leases the West Yellowstone 
Airport property from the Montana Department of Transportation Aero-
nautics Division for winter testing. During the winter, the airport is closed 
to air traffic, with the exception of emergency rescue helicopters. NATC 
maintains the site and the various test vehicles during the winter months. 
Our study, the NATC campaign, accomplishes the objectives through the 
following tasks: 

• Perform vehicle tests in various snow-surface conditions at the NATC 
test site, West Yellowstone, Montana.  

• Sample the snow within hours after vehicle tests with the suite of in-
struments. This includes manual measurements of snow depth, den-
sity, hardness, shear strength, deflection, dielectric permittivity, and 
near-infrared (NIR) photography. 

• Develop automated signal processing for SMP analysis and solve for 
the snow microstructural properties, applying the method of Marshall 
and Johnson (2009).  

• Apply statistical regression and analysis to draw correlations between 
the measurements of the ram, shear vane, LWD, and the microphysical 
parameters derived from the SMP. 
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Our approach is limited by the abilities of the various instruments to 
measure particular snow types. The SMP had difficulty penetrating 
groomed snow roads, the ram and shear vane struggled measuring soft or 
virgin snow, and the LWD required groomed snow. 
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2 Field Campaign and Data Acquisition 

2.1 Study-site background 

During late January 2018, NATC operated Marine Corps vehicles in sev-
eral snow conditions (processed snow road, ice lane, trafficked snow, and 
virgin snow) using various performance setups (tire pressure configura-
tions, differential configurations, towed/pulling/load carrying) to conduct 
mobility performance tests (traction, drag-bar, and coast down). During a 
coast-down test, the test vehicle is accelerated to a constant velocity on 
tarmac or groomed road before entering a virgin snowpack roughly 50 cm 
deep—through which the vehicle rolls to a stop. Beside coast-down tests, 
the other tests were simple vehicle passes through virgin or rutted snow. 
The CRREL and Boise State University snow characterization team meas-
ured the snowpack using a suite of instruments with the objective of re-
cording the snow conditions before and after alteration by the military ve-
hicles. In all test scenarios, measurements were taken in the resulting 
tracks and area between the tracks, where the undercarriage of the vehicle 
resulted in a belly drag that compacted the snow to a lesser degree. 

This technical report discusses the results from data acquired using the 
SMP, ram, shear vane, and LWD (sections 2.2–2.5). Figure 1 is an aerial 
map of the NATC study site during the summer when the ground is not 
snow covered. It identifies the acquisition locations for each day of the 
NATC campaign. Throughout the data analysis, this report uses the follow-
ing nomenclature: date (XX), cardinal location (N [north], S [south], and C 
[center]), snow type/location (RWY [runway], TXY [taxiway], MOBLP [mo-
bility loop], and VS [virgin snow]), and vehicle name (e.g., MTVR [Medium 
Tactical Vehicle Replacement] and LVSR [Logistics Vehicle System Re-
placement]), and test type (CD [coast down]) when applicable or unique. 
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Figure 1.  Satellite imagery of the NATC facility at the West 
Yellowstone airport during snow-off conditions. Waypoints plotted 

indicate the locations studied during the field campaign. 

 

2.2 SnowMicroPenetrometer 

The SMP (Figure 2) is a mechanically driven sonde penetrometer capable of 
measuring the hardness of the snowpack through high-resolution sampling 
of penetration force (F) versus depth (z), as the snow deforms in multiple 
modes (tension, compression, and shear). This instrument samples the 
penetration force 250 times per millimeter and drives through the snow-
pack at a rate of 20 mm/sec. This corresponds to a strain rate above 10−3, 
such that the snow behaves in a nearly linear elastic manner with brittle 
failure (Shapiro et al. 1997). Thus, in theory, the SMP is capable of measur-
ing the individual ruptures of snow-grain bonds that are in contact with the 
penetrometer tip. The SMP was initially designed to operate in light alpine 
snowpacks and to be sensitive to structural weaknesses within the snow-
pack, at penetrations forces of approximately 0.01 N, for understanding 
and assessing avalanche hazard (Schneebeli and Johnson 1998). 

The standard SMP load cell is sensitive to a range of forces between 0 and 
42 N (Pielmeier and Schneebeli 2003). For the NATC campaign, the SMP 
was equipped with a higher capacity load cell that enables the SMP to 

N 
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measure forces up to 500 N. The hard-packed snow conditions created by 
and for the vehicle testing demand the increased dynamic range of the 
load cell, which has previously been used for hard wind-packed snow in 
the Arctic and Antarctic. The increased dynamic range comes at a cost in 
force resolution and noise floor, as the analog-to-digital converter used for 
both the low and high ranges is currently the same and the noise level is 
higher for the larger-range force sensor. 

Figure 2.  The SMP mounted on a sled 
at the West Yellowstone airfield during 

the NATC campaign. The SMP was 
developed and designed by Dr. Martin 

Schneebeli (SLF) and Dr. Jerome 
Johnson (CRREL) in the mid-1990s. 
The pictured sled was designed and 
built by Dr. Matthew Sturm (CRREL). 

 

The SMP outputs a binary format data file (.pnt) that is unpacked using 
Python or MATLAB code. The Python code, SnowMicroPyn, was devel-
oped by SLF and is used primarily for extracting a GPS (Global Positioning 
System) location from the data header file. MATLAB scripts developed by 
Dr. H.P. Marshall and Tate Meehan are used for unpacking the data and 
performing the signal processing and inversion of the micromechanical 
and microstructural snow properties (Marshall and Johnson 2009). 

The SMP can acquire high-resolution force resistance profiles rapidly and 
with little-to-no strenuous effort in the field. The SMP was mounted in a 
sled with two runners and an open floor. The SMP sled was indexed with 
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five positions separated by 20 cm to allow for five acquisitions per sled lo-
cation. After the five positions were acquired, the sled was advanced. This 
configuration allows for easy transport of the SMP across the snow with-
out disturbing the snow beneath the penetrometer. The SMP is operated 
from a battery powered data logger console with an integrated GPS. The 
operator defines the depth of penetration for the profile. The SMP has a 
maximum penetration depth of 61 cm. When the selected depth is reached 
or if the SMP is unable to penetrate (hard snow or the ground), the probe 
is automatically reversed. SMP profiles are individually stored in binary 
.pnt files on a removable SD (Secure Digital) card. 

Data was acquired in a series of transects crossing perpendicular to the 
vehicle tracks. The typical transect would begin in the virgin snow; ad-
vance across the tire rut, the belly drag, and the second tire rut; and con-
clude in the virgin snow on the opposite side of the vehicle path. This re-
sulted in five SMP test positions, each with five SMP measurements 20 
cm apart in similar snow conditions, for each transect. Figure 3 presents 
the SMP penetration-force profiles after signal processing (section 3).  

Figure 3.  Example SMP hardness profiles acquired in the three important snow conditions: 
virgin snow, snow trafficked by multiple vehicles, and a tire rut. SMP force profiles are 

shown after signal processing. The signal-processing algorithm automatically identifies the 
snow surface, indicated by the red X. NIR photographs corresponding to the snow pits 
where the SMP profiles are located show the major stratigraphic features. The SMP is 
capable of identifying snow layers not obvious to the eye or to manual measurements.   
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The snow surface is automatically picked within the signal-processing al-
gorithm and is identified by a red X. An air gap exists between the SMP 
and the snow surface. In virgin snow, this distance is approximately 10 cm. 
When the SMP is suspended above a tire rut, this distance is greater, as 
shown in Figure 3 (right). NIR photographs corroborate the stratigraphic 
layers seen in the SMP profile through virgin snow. However, the stratig-
raphy is destroyed in trafficked snow and is not clearly visible in the NIR 
spectrum. The SMP is capable of resolving stratigraphic layers present in 
trafficked snow by measuring the snow penetration force with greater ver-
tical resolution and sensitivity. 

2.3 Rammsonde penetrometer 

The ram penetrometer is one of the early hardness penetrometers (Bader 
1954) and is the standard instrument for determining snow hardness in 
the field. The value of ram hardness indicates the resistance of individual 
snow layers to vertical penetration (Abele 1963). The ram (Figure 4) has 
the capability of retrieving a hardness measurement at the snow surface 
and within stratigraphic intervals of the snow, though measurements of 
ram hardness are typically reported as a bulk value over the measurement 
profile. Snow microstructural properties cannot be estimated from bulk 
measurements of ram hardness. Abele (1963) developed the correlation 
between unconfined compressive strength of processed snow and ram 
hardness and conveys the underlying theory and mechanics of the tool. 

The snow characterization team manually tabulated in the field the data 
acquired by the ram. The important parameters to record are the hammer 
weight (W), the drop height (H), the weight of the penetrometer (Q), the 
penetration depth per the number of hammer blows (Zn), and the number 
of hammer blows applied to achieve a penetration interval (n). Abele 
(1963) provides an overview of the instrument design and equation (1) for 
calculating the ram hardness index (R): 

 𝑅𝑅 =  𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊
𝑍𝑍𝑛𝑛

+ 𝑊𝑊 + 𝑄𝑄  (1) 

The ram team sampled each test location carefully as to not disturb the 
snow for its measurement or the measurements of the other instruments 
in the field. Ram hardness profiles were recorded in the virgin snow, belly 
drags, and tire ruts for comparison with the SMP profiles. 
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Figure 4.  CRREL’s Dr. Sally 
Shoop using the ram to 

measure the hardness of a 
vehicle belly drag after a 
coast-down test at NATC. 

 

2.4 Shear vane 

The team measured surface shear strength by using a Geonor H-60 
handheld vane tester (henceforth shear vane). The shear vane has an or-
thogonal, cross-shaped blade. The standard vane blade and length come in 
three sizes, and the size is chosen based on the snow strength. Custom 
vane sizes are also sometimes used. The vane is inserted into the snow to a 
depth covering the entire vane, and then a steady turning force is applied 
until the snow shears. The maximum shear force is recorded as kilopas-
cals. The shear-strength values for each site are the average of three meas-
urements. ASTM D2573–18 (ASTM International 2018) covers the use of 
the shear vane in soils. 

The shear-vane measurements were recorded at the snow surface of pits 
together with temperature, density, and snow height. Virgin and soft belly-
drag snow provided insufficient strength for measurement with this tool 
with the exceptions of measurements made in vehicle belly drags on 30 
January at the north mobility loop entrance and 31 January at the south 
runway, limiting the number of observations for this study. The operator 
manually recorded the maximum shear stress applied by this instrument. 
Shear-vane measurements were repeated several times at each snow pit to 
estimate the shear-strength distribution. 
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2.5 Light Weight Deflectometer 

The LWD measures the ground deflection when an impact load is applied 
to a plate that has a geophone at its center. The LWD is conventionally 
used for quality control and assurance of soil and aggregate layers in road 
construction. Using the LWD on snow surfaces is a new application for 
the device (Wieder et al. 2019). As the applied load increases, the deflec-
tion will increase for a linear, elastic material. Snow in many circum-
stances does not behave as a linear elastic material (Shapiro et al. 1997); 
however, at the high strain rates used in this study, a linear elastic ap-
proximation is reasonable. On 25 January 2018, the snow characteriza-
tion team deployed the LWD on groomed snow surfaces over paved as-
phalt at high strain rate. Under these conditions, the snow was thought to 
be a rigid body and to behave elastically. Various geophone configurations 
were tested, yet only the central geophone recorded useable waveforms 
for analysis (Wieder et al. 2019).  

SMP profiles were collected coincident with LWD tests on the processed 
snow road in ruts and unaltered surfaces. This shallow and hard snow 
proved difficult to penetrate with the SMP and harmed the instrument 
hardware. We examined a reduced sample of data in this study to compare 
the LWD and SMP and found no significant correlation between these in-
struments (section 4.3). 
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3 Data Analysis 

The snow characterization team acquired 383 SMP penetration-force pro-
files during the NATC campaign. The binary data files were read and pro-
cessed repeatedly as a batch. Section 3.1 describes the Python and 
MATLAB codes that perform the signal processing. Section 3.2 outlines 
the data inversion and microphysical snow properties. Section 3.3 details 
the correlation analysis between the SMP-derived microphysical snow 
properties and the additional instruments. 

3.1 SMP automated signal processing 

3.1.1 Preprocessing 

Signal preprocessing begins within the Python script provided by SLF for 
georeferencing the SMP trace with longitude and latitude coordinates with 
approximately 3 m accuracy. This information is exported as a .txt file that 
is read into the signal-processing code. The open-source Python code is 
used for this task only, and the following routines take place in MATLAB. 
The binary .pnt file is read into memory and written to a structure that 
contains the metadata and the SMP signal. GPS locations are then joined 
to the data structure.  

Prior to spinning up the signal-processing routine, we reviewed each raw 
SMP trace for quality control. The classification strategy in Lutz (2009) 
and Pielmeier and Marshall (2009) was used to identify traces that have 
no error (C1), exhibit a linear trend and/or an offset in the trace (C2), ex-
hibit dampened signal microvariance (segments of the trace that have 
lower variance than the normal air signal) (C3), and traces that exhibits er-
rors of types C2 and C3 (C4). Trends and offsets are corrected if the C2 er-
ror is observable in the air signal (section 3.1.3). Data that experiences C3 
errors are prevalent in this study in low-strength virgin snow because of 
the reduction in resolution of the 500 N load cell. Snow element ruptures 
cannot be detected in data segments suffering from C3 errors (section 
3.2.6). The quality control classifications are supplemental metadata that 
enable automation for drift correction and the snow-surface identification. 

The processing routine first identifies the snow surface. A duplicate, tempo-
rary trace is smoothed with a 0.25 mm moving window average (62 sam-
ples). Smoothing aides in preventing false surface detection. The variance 
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of the smoothed trace is then calculated within a 1 mm moving window. 
The program then extracts a segment of the trace while the penetrometer 
tip is driving through the air and calculates the mean variance of this seg-
ment. We establish a threshold variance of 49𝜎𝜎2 relative to the mean vari-
ance of the extracted air signal. Once this threshold is exceeded, the pro-
gram identifies the snow surface. 

3.1.2 Correction for instrument drift 

After repeated use, especially in wet conditions, moisture may migrate be-
hind the penetrometer tip and cause a recognized phenomenon within the 
SMP signal (Lutz 2009); infrequently, the malfunction introduces a linear 
drift to the recorded SMP trace. Because the overall drift within the signal 
may be approximated by a linear function, a corrected force signal within 
the snow can be estimated by examining the signal as the tip is driven 
through the air. A least-squares fit is applied to the data above the snow 
surface to estimate the drift function. The drift function is then subtracted 
from the raw SMP trace, correcting the data. The raw trace shown in Fig-
ure 5 is type C4, as a linear trend and static offset is observable in the air 
signal and segments of the trace exhibit damped signal microvariance. Fig-
ure 5 demonstrates the result of the automated signal processing before 
and after snow-surface identification and drift correction. 

Figure 5.  A C4-type SMP trace through virgin snow before and after the 
snow-surface detection and drift correction. The depth axes of each plot 

must be reconfigured to place the snow surface at 0 mm depth. 
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3.1.3 Correction for snow surface and depth 

Because the SMP trace begins recording as the penetrometer moves ini-
tially through the air gap, the depth profile is shifted by the distance to the 
automatically detected snow surface, such that negative depths are in the 
air and positive depths are distances below the snow surface.   

3.2 SMP data inversion for snow microstructural and 
micromechanical properties 

3.2.1 Underlying theory and assumptions 

The microstructure of snow controls its compressive, tensile, and shear 
strength (e.g., Shapiro et al. 1997; Marshall 2005) and is thereby im-
portant for understanding the mobility of vehicles through snow-covered 
terrain. A physics-based theory on snow penetration through lower-den-
sity snow was first developed by Johnson and Schneebeli (1999). This 
snow penetration theory models microstructural snow elements as a cellu-
lar solid ice matrix. Each element is assumed to have a constant dimension 
(L) that is related to the number of measured ruptures per millimeter 
(Marshall and Johnson 2009). The snow element ruptures at a rupture 
force (f) after some deflection length (δ) that is less than L. Snow deform-
ing as a linear elastic material due to penetration may be defined by these 
basic microstructural parameters (L, f, δ) from the recorded failure of indi-
vidual snow elements (Johnson and Schneebeli 1999; Marshall and 
Johnson 2009). Figure 6 depicts the individual snow element ruptures 
that are modeled by elastic events and are represented by the basic micro-
structural parameters L, f, and δ. 

This assumption is valid in low-density snow behaving as a foam where 
the compaction of snow elements is understood to be negligible. In the 
higher density regime (400–600 kg/m3), snow behaves as a porous solid, 
and interelement compaction has an effect on the rupture of snow ele-
ments (Marshall and Johnson 2009), which is not accounted for in this 
theory. Anderson and Benson (1963) proposed that a rapid transition in 
the mechanical properties of dry snow exists in the density range 550–
570 kg/m3 as snow reaches the limit of densification caused by grain pack-
ing; further densification must occur by changes to the bonds intercon-
necting grains. We applied the penetration theory developed for low-den-
sity snow to the NATC study, though snow densities for vehicle-driven 
snow and groomed snow roads are reported in the porous solid regime 
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(Shoop et al. 2016). Beyond the scope of this report, we recommend devel-
oping additional physical theory to account for intergranular effects on 
rupture force caused by the closeness of grain packing and the develop-
ment of grain bonding in addition to accounting for compaction of grains 
and bonds. 

Figure 6.  The three microstructural parameters L, f, and δ are estimated via 
the Monte Carlo data inversion. The objective of the data inversion is to use 

the summed signal (F) as measured by the SMP to invert for the basic 
microstructural parameters (L, f, δ ). 

 

3.2.2 Monte Carlo data inversion scheme 

Johnson and Schneebeli (1999) initially developed a Monte Carlo inversion 
strategy that synthesized SMP penetration-force profiles by the summation 
of randomly distributed elements with testable values for L, f, and δ. Their 
results agreed well with measurements made in zirconia foam and indi-
cated that the underlying theory is correct in low-density snow. Marshall 
and Johnson (2009) made significant improvements to the original inver-
sion strategy by accounting for errors in the recovery of the microstructural 
parameters, especially when L is small (L < 1 mm), and these microme-
chanical and microstructural parameters were shown to be predictive of 
snow slope stability (Pielmeier and Marshall 2009; Lutz et al. 2009).  
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Marshall and Johnson’s (2009) data inversion was used to solve for the 
snow microstructural parameters (section 3.2.3). Figure 6 depicts the 
basic strategy of the Monte Carlo inversion, where individual snow ele-
ments with testable parameters L, f, and δ, are randomly distributed. The 
summed contribution of the individual elements reproduces the raw pene-
tration-force profile of the SMP when the parameters are accurately cho-
sen, provided that the linear elastic penetration theory is sound. For clarity 
on the implementation and improvements made to the SMP data inver-
sion, refer to Marshall and Johnson (2009). 

3.2.3 Microstructural parameters 

The microstructural parameters (L, f, and δ) are the building blocks for ad-
ditional measures of snow microstructure (section 3.2.4) and microme-
chanics (section 3.2.5). L, f, and δ are estimated via the Monte Carlo data 
inversion as follows:  

𝐿𝐿 =  �
𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇
𝑁𝑁

3
 

The structural element length. Where 
𝐴𝐴 =  𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟2 is the area of the penetrom-
eter tip base and 𝑧𝑧 is the depth of 
penetration, the total volume of snow 
deformed (𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇 = 𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧) causes 𝑁𝑁 esti-
mated ruptures. 

𝑓𝑓 =  
∑ 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑁𝑁
 The rupture force 

δ =  
𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚
𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓

𝐿𝐿3 
The deflection at rupture, where 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 is 
the mean penetration force normal to 
the penetrometer tip 

 

3.2.4 Derived snow microstructural parameters 

Microstructural parameters are derived from penetration force (F) and the 
basic microstructural parameters (L, f, and δ), the window length (calcula-
tion interval), and instrument specifications (cone diameter). Note these 
parameters are sensitive to the choice of the rupture threshold (section 
3.2.6). These derived parameters are as follows: 
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𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐1 =  
𝛿𝛿
𝐿𝐿

   
The probability of contact of any mi-
crostructural element, derivation 1 

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐2 =  
𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒
𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎

  The probability of contact of any mi-
crostructural element, derivation 2 

𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒  =  
𝐴𝐴𝛿𝛿
𝐿𝐿3

 
The number of engaged microstruc-
tural elements 

𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎 =  
𝐴𝐴
𝐿𝐿2

  The number of available elements 

𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 =  
𝐹𝐹
2
𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒  

The mean penetration force normal to 
the penetrometer tip 

𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 =  𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝐹𝐹)  
The median penetration force normal 
to the penetrometer tip 

𝜌𝜌 =  55.6(ln(𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚)) + 317.4 Density (Pielmeier 2003) 

𝑇𝑇𝐼𝐼 =  1.45 +
5.72 𝜎𝜎𝐹𝐹
𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚

 Textual index (Schneebeli et al. 1999) 

𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 =  
𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧
𝐿𝐿3

  
The true total measured number 
of ruptures 

𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚 =  
𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇
𝑚𝑚𝑧𝑧

  The mean number of measured rup-
tures for a given depth window dz 

 

3.2.5 Derived micromechanical properties 

The three fundamental microstructural parameters (L, f, and δ) are also 
used to calculate micromechanical properties of the snow that are useful 
for engineering purposes (Johnson and Schneebeli 1999): 
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𝑘𝑘 =  
𝑓𝑓
𝛿𝛿

  The coefficient of elasticity or stiffness 

𝐸𝐸 =  
𝑘𝑘
𝐿𝐿

  The microscale elastic modulus 

𝜎𝜎 =  
𝑓𝑓
𝐿𝐿2

  The microscale strength 

 

3.2.6 Inversion parameters and force resolution 

The inversion process occurs within a moving window of the SMP force 
trace. The window size was chosen as 10 mm, and the calculation interval 
was chosen as 1 mm. We chose these parameters for fast and accurate 
computation with adequate depth resolution. 

The minimum detectable force is understood to be the instrument noise 
floor. A threshold for the noise floor must be established prior to data in-
version. Because of the use of the higher-range SMP force sensor, the noise 
floor was increased and the force resolution was decreased compared to 
the more common force sensor, resulting in type C3 errors. This becomes 
problematic for distinguishing rupture signal in soft virgin snow and vehi-
cle belly drags.   

The instrument noise floor was estimated by examining the signal above 
the snow surface for all SMP profiles recorded at any particular study site. 
The signal range was calculated within a moving window throughout eight 
realizations for windows of increasing size (from 1 sample to 250 samples). 
Figure 7 displays the boxplots of these events as a summary statistic. 

Figure 7.  The boxplots of the instrument noise floor for increasing window lengths. 
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The microphysical properties were inverted for using the median threshold 
value for each window size. The force sampling discretization of the SMP 
used in this study is 0.0065 N. This allows for a few possible threshold se-
lections (0, 0.0065, 0.013, 0.0195, 0.026, or 0.0325 N). The coarse force 
discretization is problematic for soft snow where the rupture force becomes 
enveloped by the noise floor, as this creates type C3 error. Figure 8 depicts 
the drift-corrected SMP trace from the virgin snow at the various force 
thresholds. Type C3 errors are observed in data segments shown in red.  

Figure 8.  The drift-corrected SMP trace, as in Figs. 3 and 5, tested at force thresholds 
that distinguished null-rupture events. Data segments that did not experience any 

detectable ruptures of snow elements are shown in red. We recommend the 0.0195 N 
threshold because the air signal is correctly identified and C3 error type is minimized. 
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The 0.013 N threshold is the lowest value that detected the absence of ele-
ment rupture, albeit false identification within the snowpack. The 
0.0195 N threshold correctly distinguishes the noise floor in the air gap 
and the snow signal at greater rupture forces. The greater thresholds cor-
rectly distinguish the two melt-refreeze crusts within the virgin snow. This 
serves as a check on the lower error bound of this method for a vehicle mo-
bility study that has large penetration-force requirements. From the re-
sults of Figure 8, we selected the 0.0195 N threshold for the data inver-
sion. The 0.0195 N threshold exceeds the previously accepted value of 
0.014 N by nearly an entire force discretization. Given the current develop-
ment of SMP hardware, we must accept the inability to resolve element 
ruptures within very soft snow. Future work will aim to design a high-reso-
lution penetrometer with a larger dynamic range to allow accurate charac-
terization of both very soft virgin snow and very hard vehicle-compacted 
snow or groomed snow surfaces. 

3.3 Instrument observation correlation analysis 

3.3.1 Theory of linear correlation 

The linear correlation coefficient was applied to the NATC data to draw 
meaningful relationships between the SMP microphysical parameters and 
the macroscale snow instruments. The linear correlation coefficient seeks 
to justify the existence of a physical relationship between two variables by 
testing whether the variations in the observed values of variable xi are cor-
related with the variations in the observed values of variable xj (Bevington 
and Robinson 2003). Statistical correlation does not alone prove a physi-
cal relationship, but it is a powerful data-exploration step. Equation (2) 
calculates the linear correlation coefficient from an experimental data set: 

 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  
𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
2

𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖
, (2) 

where 

 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = the linear correlation coefficient between any two variables 
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖; 

 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2  = the covariance between observations of variables 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖; 
 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 = the standard deviation of observations of variable 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖; and 
 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 = the standard deviation of observations of variable 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖. 
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Values of 𝑟𝑟 range from 0 to ± 1 with 0 indicating no correlation and 1 indi-
cating perfect correlation. However, the correlation coefficient does not 
solely indicate the goodness of correlation. Here, 𝑟𝑟 is compared to the 
probability distribution for the parent population, which is completely un-
correlated (Bevington and Robinson 2003). Equation (3) is the probability 
that a random sample of 𝑁𝑁 data points drawn from the uncorrelated par-
ent distribution would yield an experimental linear correlation coefficient 
greater than or equal to the observed magnitude of 𝑟𝑟 (Bevington and 
Robinson 2003). 

 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐(𝑟𝑟;𝑁𝑁) = 2∫ 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟(𝑟𝑟; 𝜈𝜈) 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟1
|𝑟𝑟| , (3) 

where 

𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟(𝑟𝑟;  𝜈𝜈) = 1
√𝜋𝜋

Γ[(𝜈𝜈+1)/2]
Γ(𝜈𝜈/2)

 (1 − 𝑟𝑟2)(𝜈𝜈−2)/2, 

is the probability that any random sample of uncorrelated experimental 
data points would yield an experimental linear correlation coefficient 
equal to 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and where 

 𝑟𝑟 = the calculated linear correlation coefficient, 
 𝜈𝜈 = 𝑁𝑁 −  2 the number of degrees of freedom for an experimental 

sample of 𝑁𝑁 data points, and 
 Γ = the Gamma function. 

Correlations are deemed significant if the probability value derived from 
equation (3) is less than or equal to the desired level of statistical signifi-
cance. 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐  ≤ 0.05  determined test significance for the ram hardness study; 
however, 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 ≤ 0.1 determined test significance for the shear vane and LWD 
correlations. The larger rejection region was used for the shear vane and 
LWD studies because fewer sampled data are available for the analysis of 
these instruments. 

3.3.2 Application of linear correlation 

Each of the 16 microphysical parameters of the SMP data inversion and 
the additional raw penetration force enabled 17 independent variables to 
be correlated with the ram hardness measurements, shear-stress measure-
ments from the shear vane, and elastic modulus estimates from the LWD. 
The data are reduced to the median statistic for each measurement at a 
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test location. The instruments were compared on equivalent measurement 
depths as follows. The ram median hardness value for the entire snow 
penetration was correlated with the equivalent penetration depths for me-
dian values of the SMP microphysical parameters. The shear vane was in-
serted 50 mm into the snowpack, and only the upper 50 mm of the SMP 
profile, corresponding to the same 50 mm depth interval, were considered 
in the correlation. The median values for the entire SMP profile through 
approximately 10 cm of the groomed snow-road surfaces were used for 
correlation with the LWD, as this was the estimated snow depth that con-
trolled the deformation caused during the LWD test. 

For this analysis, the dynamic range of the measured data is important. 
Sample sizes used in the correlation analysis depend on the number of test 
locations where the experiment was conducted and the range of snow con-
ditions observed. The ram gives the most prevalent data set (N = 24) as 
this instrument could perform in all three snow conditions, providing one 
median data point for each, and was tested at eight locations. The shear 
vane was limited to hardened snow that could support shear load (N = 11). 
These data are composed of vehicle ruts of nine test points and vehicle 
belly drags from two test points. The LWD experiment is the most limited 
in population size (N = 5), as this experiment could be conducted only on 
processed snow roads where the SMP had difficulty penetrating. Section 
4.3 provides additional information regarding snow conditions and test-
point usefulness for the LWD at NATC.  
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4 Results and Discussion 

4.1 Rammsonde 

Ram and SMP profiles were gathered from the colocated test points and 
were classified into three snow conditions: virgin snow, vehicle belly drag, 
and tire ruts. Correlation analysis was conducted using the median values 
from each snow type at a particular location. Abele (1963) correlated ram 
hardness with unconfined compressive strength. Because ram hardness 
measured at NATC was typically too low, Abele’s (1963) correlation does 
not yield physically meaningful results for this study. Of the 17 possible 
correlations, 4 are statistically significant: rupture force (f), mean penetra-
tion force (Fm), density (ρ), and strength (σ) (p ≤ 0.05). Figure 9 summa-
rizes the data that provide significant correlation results. Figure 10 pro-
vides the scatter plots resulting in significant correlations, and Figure 11 
provides the overview of all correlations. 

The NATC data express the trend that rupture force, penetration force, 
density, strength, and ram hardness increase when the snow was de-
formed by the vehicles. However, judging this trend using the notched 
boxplots, it is not statistically significant, as the notches overlap in many 
cases (Figure 9). This indicates that the range of parameters, rather than 
the median values, may be more predictive of the snow type (virgin snow, 
belly, or rut). The confidence interval of these relationships is quantified 
using correlation analysis. 

4.2 Shear vane 

The shear-vane study was limited to only 11 sites, significantly reducing 
the power of the correlation analysis. Additionally, the shear-vane re-
sponse is variable and spans the entire range of recordable shear strengths 
(from a minimum of 0 to the maximum of 130 kPa). The data summary in 
the boxplot of Figure 12 indicates that sites of similar snow condition have 
uncorrelated instrument response. The smaller sample population will in-
herently reduce the confidence value of the result, so we chose a signifi-
cance level of p ≤ 0.1 for this analysis. Of the 17 microphysical parameters, 
3 had statistically significant correlations: NT, Na, and Nm (Figure 12). The 
inverse relationship shows that a snowpack stronger in shear will experi-
ence fewer ruptures when it fails under an applied stress. Figure 13 pro-
vides the overview of all tested correlations. 
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Figure 9.  The boxplot summary of SMP and ram data that yield significant correlation 
(p ≤ 0.05). The red crosses are outliers. 

 

Figure 10.  Statistically significant correlations between SMP microphysical parameters and 
the ram. The marker style identifies the site location, and the color represents the snow type.  
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Figure 11.  Results of the correlation between the ram hardness index and the SMP microphysical parameters.   
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Figure 12.  Statistically significant correlations between SMP microphysical parameters and the shear-vane measurements (p ≤ 0.1). 

The boxplot summarizes the shear-vane measurements from 11 test locations.  
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Figure 13.  Results of the correlation between shear-vane stress and the SMP microphysical parameters.   
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4.3 Light Weight Deflectometer 

The LWD was collocated with SMP measurements on the groomed runway 
and taxiway at NATC. These tests occupied 10 locations on the fresh snow 
road surfaces and within vehicle ruts (notated in Figures 14 and 15 by RR 
and LR for right rut and left rut, respectively). Correlation analysis was ap-
plied to determine if the snow at these locations behaves in a linear elastic 
manner. The effective elastic modulus (𝐸𝐸∗) is derived from the linear slope 
of the deflection measured at the central geophone and the stress applied 
to the snow column. To create a distribution of effective elastic modulus, 
the bootstrapping method was applied to the least-squares regression 
(Efron and Tibshirani 1986). Two samples were removed at random from 
the correlation analysis, and the linear slope was refit. This procedure was 
replicated 250 times for each site location. Figure 14 displays the results of 
the correlation analysis. The median value of the 𝐸𝐸∗ distribution was cho-
sen to represent the site condition. Locations that have a negative slope or 
p ≤ 0.05 were removed from the analysis. 

The correlation analysis was repeated between the LWD 𝐸𝐸∗ and the SMP 
microphysical parameters. No significant correlation was found between 
these measurements. Figure 15 presents the findings of the correlation 
analysis. This indicates that there is a scaling between the microscale me-
chanical properties that the SMP measures and the macroscale properties 
measured by the LWD, which is not well understood. Marshall and John-
son (2009) and Marshall (2005) attempted to develop a micro-to-macro 
scaling law but with low-density soft snow. Both a new theory for inverting 
SMP signals for micromechanical properties, which relaxes the assump-
tion of low-density snow, and a scaling law appropriate to this type of hard 
snow are required to relate the SMP observations at the microscale and the 
macroscale properties measured by the LWD. 
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Figure 14.  Results for the effective linear elastic property of groomed snow roads at NATC. Locations with negative slope or p-value > 0.05 were excluded 

from the correlation analysis.   
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Figure 15.  Results of the correlation analysis between E* and the SMP microphysical parameters. No significant correlation was found.  
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5 Conclusions 

The 2018 winter testing at NATC allowed evaluation of the SMP for more 
compacted snow and comparison of the SMP with more traditional snow 
characterization instruments, specifically the ram penetrometer, shear 
vane, and the LWD. The methods and results presented within this report 
are preliminary. We developed an automated signal-processing routine for 
the SMP signal by joining the preprocessing and classification strategy of 
Lutz (2009) with the inversion methods of Marshall and Johnson (2009). 
Measured ruptures are sensitive to the force discretization during signal 
analog-to-digital conversion and during the inversion process. We find it is 
more robust to study rupture force than penetration force because the 
magnitude of the rupture is not dependent on the absolute penetration 
force, so this parameter does not suffer from errors caused by instrument 
drifting. Type C3 errors cannot be remedied by signal processing and must 
be accepted as a limitation of the hardware; future efforts will focus on 
penetrometer development with a larger dynamic range and higher force 
resolution. Other methods of analysis were trialed, including using the 
maximum value and normalizing each site by the median prior to correla-
tion analysis. However, the median value correlation provided the strong-
est results. The significant correlation between ram hardness and SMP 
strength coincides with Abele’s (1963) findings, though the strength re-
ported by the SMP is a multimode strength rather than unconfined com-
pressive strength. This serves as a check on the methods being developed 
in a lower range of snow strengths and densities (approximately 100–
450 kg/m3).  

Shear-vane measurements were restricted to locations with compacted 
snow, primarily vehicle ruts, with two exceptions of measurements made 
in vehicle belly drags on 30 January at the North mobility loop entrance 
and 31 January at the South runway. The snow was strong enough to sup-
port these measurements because the mobility loop snow was compacted 
by many vehicle passes—becoming strongly sintered—and a daytime 
warming period late in the week was met with very cold overnight temper-
atures, creating a melt-freeze cycle that formed strongly bonded snow. The 
small range of testable snow conditions for the shear vane limited the 
study and likely resulted in weakened correlations. Several centimeters of 
fresh snow fell during the study, leaving a soft surface layer atop the 
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groomed surface. For the LWD experiment, the vehicle compaction (rut-
ting) provided the additional stiffening to the snow road necessary for lin-
ear elastic behavior because repeated LWD impacts in soft snow nonline-
arly decrease the deflection of the central geophone. Insignificant correla-
tion results likely arise from the small sample size (N = 5) and the similar 
snow conditions at the LWD test locations. 

The SMP has not previously been applied to vehicle-driven snow. Processed 
snow roads and snow after deformation by vehicles exhibit high density 
and strengths that exceed the capability of the current SMP design. By us-
ing a 500 N force sensor in the SMP, a larger dynamic range of snow condi-
tions was measured at the expense of lower force resolution. Even with this 
higher range sensor, there were many snow conditions relevant to this 
study that were too hard for the SMP. To further improve the capability of 
the SMP for vehicle studies, a more powerful tool that can drive through 
very hard snow at a constant rate, minimizes type C2 errors, and uses a 
larger bit analog-to-digital converter to remediate type C3 errors should be 
developed to better resolve penetration forces in hard snow. Anchoring to a 
vehicle, similar to the LWD, is likely required. Advancements to the instru-
mentation should also be met with advancements to the penetration theory. 
Accounting for snow ruptures influenced by interlocking snow elements 
away from the penetrometer tip can improve the application of the SMP. 
Accurate and large spatial scale measurement of the snow microphysics can 
serve as initial and boundary conditions for snow models and be a map for 
the analysis of remote-sensing imagery for vehicle mobility. 
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